**Our Social Mission:**
To encourage Hong Kongers to explore, appreciate and express their feeling on the beauty of the city neighborhood and countryside in Hong Kong.

**Student Learning:**
Students will understand more about the underprivileged people’s mind by knowing how they see a place. Students will also know more about different places in Hong Kong, learn to express thoughts through art creations, experience teaching arts for children/elderly, organizing and promoting activities.

**Project Opportunities:**
- Organize fieldtrips to engage the underprivileged children or elderly to explore the beauty of Hong Kong in both our nearby city neighborhood and countryside, including the natural and historic heritage.
- Organize workshops to teach and facilitate the participants to express what they see and feel through art creations (e.g., photo art, 3D arts using recycling and upcycling materials).
- Recruit participants and volunteers from different sectors to join force.
- Develop resources and gather materials for art-making.
- Share their art works with the general public through organizing exhibitions and promoting in the social media, in order to encourage Hong Kongers to know and appreciate more about Hong Kong.

**PROJECT LOCATION**
Various locations, Hong Kong

**COMMUNITY PARTNER**
Project Artist X

**KEY AREAS**
Underprivileged Children, Elderly, Art Creation, Hong Kong Impressions

Interested faculty members are welcome to contact Dr. Dennis Cheung, Lecturer of GHEL
Phone: 2219 4828
Email: denniskk@hku.hk
Website: http://ghelc.hku.hk